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1) Introduction
The aim of this study is to explore potential threshold concepts faced by new Adult Level 100 online
students studying the Bachelor of Business in Australia. It seeks to better understand the ontological
and conceptual shifts experienced by these students, the troublesome knowledge inherent to this
learning space, and how educational program developers and lecturers might identify and work with
these threshold concepts in both retention policy and curriculum development.
2) Problem Statement:
Over the last two decades many adults have registered as Level 100 online students in higher
education. The term ‘online study’ refers in this case to any of a spectrum of online deliveries. It has
been generally accepted that during the past twenty years developing computer technologies have
offered many opportunities and online learning is now an integral part of higher education for many
adult learners.
There is considerable literature available exploring students’ perceptions of online learning and
online learning environments (Coldwell, Craig, & Goold, 2006; Salmon, 2011; Goold & Coldwell,
2005; Smith, Coldwell, Smith, & Murphy, 2005; Herrington & Oliver, 2002). However current
research literature into threshold concepts faced by these students appears to be lacking. Further

research is needed into the “…relation between the individuals and the phenomenon” (Bowden,
2000, p. 19). Expressly, an empirical study of the different ways in which new Level 100 adult
learners experience different phenomena involved in their online study, incorporating co-exploration
and dialogue between stakeholders, seems called for (Flick, 2006; Erickson, 1986; Marton & Booth,
1997). This would include exploring the circumstances in which they feel secure or otherwise – a
fragility Barnett terms “supercomplexity” (2000, p. 257) and which links to the liminal state (Meyer
and Land, 2003, 2005, 2006) - and the ways in which they feed this experience back to their
educators.
2. 1 Adult learners
Adult learners are typically between 25 to 50+ years of age, often highly motivated with specific
reasons for studying online, and bringing broad experience to their study. Adult Learning is about
changes in attitude; behaviour; knowledge and understanding; technical, cognitive and social skills;
and subjective and objective thinking (Baxter, 2012; Ormrod, 2011).
Knowles suggested that the point at which one becomes psychologically an adult, “...is that point at
which he perceives himself to be wholly self-directing. And at that point he also experiences a deep
need to be perceived by others as being self-directing” (1984, p. 56). Some social cognition (Salmon,
2013) obviously takes place with my early adult ‘onliners’ but many are definitely not self-directed.
Indeed debate exists regarding the extent to which early adult online students actually change their
cognitive view and interact differently with their environment. (Brown & Schrader, 2009;
Brinkworth, McCann, Matthews & Nordstrom, 2009; Gosper, Malfroy, McKenzie, 2013; Kidwell &
Reising, 2005; Pitkethly & Prosser, 2001).
Rogers notes that “In all of us there is some fear of process, of change.... Change is painful and
uncertain (1980, p. 354).” To 'be’ a new adult online student can be problematic, troubling,
humbling. It can involve mimicking others while pretending to know what is required. So often not
understanding the meaning of what they are doing, adult online learners are sometimes unable to
tolerate the uncertainty they experience. Their resilience is incremental and fragile, particularly at
times of difficulty (Nichols, 2010), not only in an academic sense, but also as their identity as
independent learners develops (Baxter, 2012; Ormrod, 2011).
Collaborative online learning methods can encourage dialogue, result in deeper understanding at
higher levels and have the potential to enhance student learning outcomes (Hrastinski & Aghaee,
2012; Motteram & Forrester, 2005). Studies indicate however, that level 100 adult online students
often tend to work individually, eschewing collaborative learning and relying on existing skills rather
than actively participating in their learning process through the use of new resources (Salmon, 2011;
Brown & Schrader, 2009; Osmond & Turner, 2010; Hays, 2008). Despite the levels of computer
integration into everyday life, adult students can be ill equipped technologically and emotionally for
online study and its academic and time management demands. Salmon likens this online learning
experience to swimming, waving or drowning (Salmon, 2005, 2011, 2013; Osmond & Turner, 2010;
Hays, 2008). Early online learning is therefore often typified as shallow, with low participation levels
and high attrition rates (Salmon, 2011; Gulati, 2004; Ravenscroft, 2004; Kapitzke, 2000; Thomas,
2002).
2. 2 Unique Challenges Faced
Today’s Web 2 online learner faces unique challenges in building relationships with others on a scale
not seen before. Access to endless sources of information online and an unprecedented rate of
technological development have resulted in new social balances involving collaboration and
development of knowledge outside the formal education environment. Circumstances involving
financial considerations, isolation, and even unprecedented opportunity, can disrupt the learning

process. Experience of the dehumanisation often apparent in the online learning environment, and
perceptions of themselves as learners challenge the adult online learner who may
have been away from formal learning for some time (Siemens 2005, 2008).
3) So…Is online learning a ‘discipline’ which ticks the Threshold Concept profile boxes?
Transformative

Can change understanding, or interpreting of concepts and
procedures completely

Irreversible

once understood, online learning procedures are impossible to
“unlearn”

Integrative

can expose connections and make sense of formerly unrelated
subjects

Discursive

new language invades everyday existence with ever‐evolving
terminology

Involves liminality

disorientation and vacillation between established and emergent
understanding is common

Troublesome

can appear to be alien, incoherent or counter-intuitive

Re-constitutive

can help subjectify personal learning experience and identity

But is learning to be an ‘online learner’ bounded like engineering or medicine?
Bounded

Suggestion 1): Online learning communities are ‘bounded’ learning
communities created expressly for the completion of online,
blended or distance learning courses existing in direct response to
course requirements for the duration of the course. (Wilson,
Ludwig-Hardman, Thornam and Dunlap, 2004).
Suggestion 2): “There is no one in education untouched by online
learning… We are a digital citizenry” (Morris & Stommel, 2013, p1).

So yes, I believe that online learning is a discipline in itself.
4) The Online Liminal Space and Troublesome Knowledge
Online, the liminal space can be ongoing with openings onto many portals, each of which may
represent a separate or even intersecting subject, context or discipline. The transition to
understanding from this liminal state involves coping with specific troublesome knowledge with
emphases on identity disturbance and formation as much as cognition (Perkins, 2006). Such
troublesome knowledge can include distinctive ways of thinking and practising; distinctive language
and forms of online communication; technology concerns; an increasingly complex set of digital
concepts; perceptions of the learning task; and perceptions of the online learning environment (Ellis
& Goodyear, 2010; Jones & Czerniewicz, 2010).
5) Threshold Concept Theory and online curriculum design

Online Curriculum design based on Threshold Concept Theory could enable students to 1) develop
awareness of different aspects of online concepts and procedures and the relationship between
these aspects; 2) adopt self-directed thinking about the online space; then 3) apply their
understanding through application to different contexts. These contexts could include generic
application, and application in professional and particular disciplinary settings.

6) My Research Project
6.1 Aim:
To better understand the ontological and conceptual shifts experienced by adult students studying
their first quota of subjects online in the Bachelor of Business, by examining the threshold concepts
inherent to the early online learning space.
6.2 Main Research Question:
What are the threshold concepts involved in being a new online adult student and what ontological
and conceptual shifts are experienced by these students?
6.3 Methodology
A mixed method research approach:
1) quantitative multiple-choice survey
2) qualitative open-ended semi-structured interviews
3) qualitative online blogs
(Akerlind, 2005; Johnson & Christensen, 2004; Rummel, 2008).
6.4 Survey Topics:
skill levels and availability of technology
location of the participant
time management practices
response time
attitudes to group work
attitudes to levels of required reading,
attitudes to the medium
perceived levels of learning success (Ellis & Goodyear, 2010).
This study will also borrow from ‘Transactional Curriculum Inquiry’ bringing adult online learners and
teachers together to explore the threshold concepts the learners confront; associated ontological
issues and cognitive issues: variation in the ‘episteme’, their apprehension, their provisional
understanding, their transformation, and their sense of ‘self’; and pedagogic strategies which may
be employed to enhance student learning outcomes (Cousin, 2006; 2010).
7) Conclusion: Significance of the Study
Threshold Concepts research is said to facilitate the examination of student learning, the
identification of key knowledge areas and their subsequent application to future curriculum
development (Land, 2011). Therefore conducting a “…collective analysis of individual
experiences…” (Åkerlind, 2005, p321), of threshold concepts from the perspective of the participants
could result in transformed understanding about relevant troublesome knowledge (Hays, 2008). The
study may also help to improve online educational practice and policy regarding useful ways of
utilising troublesome knowledge within the curriculum; make the new online learning experience

less fraught; contribute to lower attrition rates; and improve understanding of the types of learning
support these students need (Carmichael, 2012).
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